NEW STATE GUIDELINES TO GOVERN REOPENINGS
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By Brian Whitehead

The system, which the governor described as "rigid and slow," replaces the state's current COVID-19 watchlist. Services at indoor gyms, places of worship too soon.

State shut down their facilities a second time soon. Many nonessential business operations are closed, most indoor business operations are modified.

Inland Empire businesses such as hair salons, barber shops and indoor malls can resume indoor operations Monday under Gov. Gavin Newsom's new color-coded reopening plan to stop the spread of the novel coronavirus.

Announced Friday, the system is designed that the state's current rules to guard against losing restrictions too soon.
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New bill extends eviction protections through January, but tenants, landlords say deal falls short

By Jeff Clements

Gov. Gavin Newsom says the eviction deal will help small landlords and millions at risk of eviction.

"All I can say is how pleased I am and how grateful I am that many people that are at risk of eviction," Gov. Gavin Newsom praised the deal.

"This is not an affirmation or an invitation," attorney Jack B. Clarke, Jr. told the Mercury Valley school board Thursday night in delivering his team's report on the investigation.

"We simply did not have sufficient evidence to substantiate the allegation," Clarke said.

However, California's laws recognized "many anecdotal reports" alleging sexual discrimination and harassment on the campus the past five years, the 138-page report said.
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Gov. Gavin Newsom's new color-coded process will move through a new four-tiered system based on the number of cases and percentage of positive tests. It will rely on those two measurements to determine a tier: case rate and positive test rate.
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